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Abstract
Coating plays a vital role in improving surface quality and providing 

protection for a substrate. Consistent efforts have been made to produce 
excellent properties coating. Graphene, a new discovered carbon allotrope, 
has received worldwide attention and it was studied in almost every area 
due to its extraordinary properties arisen from its unique structure. It is a very 
promising new generation material for developing advanced coating. In this 
article, the recent activities about utilizing pristine graphene based materials 
and graphene based composites as coatings were reviewed. The synthesis 
and functionalization of graphene were also described briefly. The future 
perspectives of graphene based coatings were suggested.
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[12], transistors [13], nanocomposites [14], energy storage devices 
[6], barrier applications [15] and so on. However, graphene is still a 
giant gold mine that can be dug deeper.

Due to the excellent properties of graphene, it is believed that it 
could be used to enhance the performance of coating significantly. 
Graphene is very ideal to be efficient filler for high quality polymer 
matrix nanocomposite coating. In addition, it can be used with nano-
particles to form graphene-nanoparticles composites coating and as 
a high quality coating materials solely. Graphene is identified as a 
high water and oil repellent material while Graphene Oxide (GO) is 
hydrophilic [16]. This property can make graphene suitable for the 
coating that provides water and oil resistance. A test about frictional 
properties and wear resistance of multi-layers graphene film has been 
performed using an AFM by Lin and his co-workers [17]. Superb 
frictional properties and high wear resistance were reported. These 
results mean that graphene is able to become a protective coating 
against scratch or other physical damage toward a substrate. Graphene 
was also proved to be an effective corrosion barrier material because it 
was considered inert under the conditions where chemical reactions 
of other substrates will take place [18]. As a result, it is also promising 
in improving anti-corrosion property of a coating system.

In coating applications, graphene is believed to be promising 
but the articles designated for coating applications are limited. In 
this review, the synthesis methods and functionalization of graphene 
were described briefly. The articles about utilization of graphene in 
coating published in these years were reviewed. The conclusions 
summarized the published researches and suggested the future 
research perspectives. 

Graphene based materials: Synthesis methods and 
functionalization

Synthesis methods: Different methods have been developed 
to synthesize graphene. However, not all of them can be used to 
synthesize good quality graphene efficiently. Three major routes, 
mechanical exfoliation, reduction from graphene oxide and Chemical 

Introduction
Coating is usually used to improve the surface properties of a 

substrate, wettability, corrosion resistance and adhesion, for example. 
The coating industry has been driven to seek new technologies 
and materials to improve the efficiency of coatings by economic 
benefits and growing environmental concerns. There are several 
factors affect the effectiveness of a coating against all the possible 
damaging sources: they are the quality of the coating, the substrate 
characteristics, the properties of the coating/substrate interface, 
and the corrosiveness of the environment [1]. In order to satisfy the 
industrial requirements nowadays, polymer nanocomposites has 
been more and more investigated and applied in coating because 
nanocomposites provide superior properties with a relative low cost. 
Additionally, the processing procedure can be much less complicated 
than multi-layer coatings [1,2].  

Graphene, a new generation material, is an allotrope of carbon 
element which was first isolated by simple mechanical exfoliation 
in 2004 [3]. It is a two dimension honey comb single layer crystal 
lattice formed by the tightly packed sp2 bonded carbon atoms. 
Due to the unique structure of graphene, these carbon atoms 
form an excellent electrons carrier space. Therefore, graphene has 
extraordinary electrical properties such as high electron mobility at 
room temperature (250,000 cm2/V) [4,5] and ballistic transport and 
quantum hall effect at room temperature [6]. In addition, graphene 
also has excellent optical properties [5]. Excellent mechanical 
properties of graphene (i.e. 1TPa Young’s Modulus and 130GPa 
tensile strength) were also reported and the mechanical properties 
relate to the number of graphene layers and the internal defects of 
the graphene layers [5,7,8]. It is possible that the energy band gap 
of graphene can be changed by the uniaxial strain on graphene and 
this indicates that the uniaxial strain applied on graphene is able to 
affect the electronic properties of graphene [9,10]. In terms of thermal 
properties, the highest thermal conductivity at room temperature 
was reported as 5000 Wm-1K-1 [11]. Some potential applications of 
graphene have been suggested by researchers such as gas detection 
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Vapour Deposition (CVD), are regarded as the promising routes to 
synthesize graphene and they are possible to be used for large scale 
graphene production in the future. Among them, the chemical route, 
graphene reduced from graphene oxide were frequently used to study 
the utilization of graphene based materials in different applications.

Mechanical exfoliation: The first graphene sheet was produced 
by simple mechanical exfoliation [3]. Therefore, mechanical 
exfoliation became a very attractive method for the researchers to 
produce graphene initially. The very first mechanical exfoliation 
method was a simple peeling process where pre-treated graphite was 
fixed onto a photoresist and graphene layers were peeled off by a 
scotch tape [3]. Although this simple method can produce graphene 
with extraordinary properties, it is limited by its low efficiency. 
Many efforts have been made to improve mechanical exfoliation 
method. Ultrasonic devices, solvent and surfactants were used to 
modify this process to produce high quality graphene in larger 
scale. The solvents and the surfactants can be intercalated into the 
atomic layers of graphite to form graphite intercalation compounds 
to prevent agglomeration and assist further separation of graphene 
single layer [5,19,20]. The influence of ultrasonic power, time and 
solvent used on the volume of graphite intercalation compounds was 
also investigated [5]. Although the use of solvent and surfactants can 
help to produce good quality graphene in larger scale, their major 
drawbacks are high solvent cost and the difficulties in following 
graphene deposition caused by high solvent boiling point [5,19]. 
Graphite oxides produced by chemical methods were also used in 
mechanical exfoliation. However, the subsequent produced graphene 
has inevitable structure defects which could disrupt the electronic 
structure of graphene. These structure defects could not be restored 
by chemical reduction or thermal annealing [21–23]. Hence, physical 
exfoliated graphene is preferred when graphene structure is required 
in an application. However, it is still extremely challenging to scale up 
mechanical exfoliation process to produce large amount of graphene 
in a cost effective way with commercial available technologies and 
devices. 

Chemical vapour deposition (CVD): Chemical vapour 
deposition was first reported in 2006. Ni foil was used as a substrate 
and camphor was used as precursor [24]. Since then, chemical vapour 
deposition method was received more and more attention for being 
regarded as a new promising route to produce graphene in large 
scale [5]. In addition, this method was able to control the number of 
graphene layers and minimize the folding of graphene, and this meant 
controlled thickness graphene film could be synthesized [5,23,25,26]. 
Medium-high carbon solubility (>0.1 atomic%) substrate like Ni and 
low carbon solubility (<0.1 atomic%) substrate like Cu have different 
graphene growth mechanisms [5]. For high carbon solubility 
substrate, graphene layer is grown from the precipitation of carbon 
on the substrate, which is dissolved into the substrate earlier, after 
cooling. A typical CVD process generally has three steps [26,27].

1. The substrate is put into a chemical vapour deposition chamber 
at a setting vacuum and temperature with a diluted hydrocarbon gas. 

2. The dissolve of carbon atoms into the substrate starts at a 
relatively low temperature. 

3. Graphene layers are formed from the out-diffused dissolved 
carbon atoms in the followed rapid quenching.

The type and concentration of the hydrocarbon gas and the 
thickness of the substrate determine the concentration of dissolved 
carbon atoms. Both cooling rate and the concentration of dissolved 
carbon atoms control the thickness and the crystal structure of the 
graphene layers [26,27]. For the low carbon solubility substrate, the 
growth of graphene does not company with a diffusion process. The 
graphene layers are grown on the surface of the substrate and this 
process is a four-steps process [28]:

1. Methane is deposited on the substrate to form CxHy with 
exposing the substrate to hydrogen.

2. Nuclei stars to form from the local super-saturation of CxHy on 
the substrate.

3. Graphene islands are grown from the nuclei on the substrate 
surface.

4. Graphene covers the substrate surface.

Whether graphene can cover the whole substrate surface depends 
on the amount of CxHy on the substrate. Some modifications of 
chemical vapour deposition have been carried out in recent years. 
For example, plasma can be used to enhance chemical vapour 
deposition process that provides a route to synthesize graphene 
with lower temperature and shorter deposition time [29]. Although 
CVD is believed to be an ideal route to synthesize large area 
graphene sheet, the graphene produced from this technique still has 
intrinsic defects which allow the transportation of some molecules. 
Therefore, detrimental effect on the barrier properties of graphene 
sheet is resulted [30]. In addition, the costs of equipment and the 
time required for synthesis of large amount of graphene are the key 
limitations. 

Reduction and synthesis of graphene oxide: Although 
mechanical exfoliation and CVD can produce high quality graphene, 
it is still extremely challenging to enlarge the synthesis scale cost 
effectively with commercial available technologies and devices. 
Researchers more focus on the synthesis and reduction of Graphene 
Oxide (GO) because graphene oxide and reduced graphene oxide 
can be synthesized easily. Graphene oxide is usually synthesized 
from the oxidation of graphite by strong oxidants based on Brodie 
[31], Staudenmaier [32], Hummers’ method [33] or some other 
modification of these methods. Hummers’ method was more 
widely used and many modifications had been made to synthesize 
graphene oxide for designated applications [5,13,34]. GO can be 
easily dispersed in many solvents and especially well in water which 
facilitate any subsequent processing [35]. The reduction of GO to is 
basically a chemical route to produce graphene with compromised 
properties induced by the chemical process. GO can be reduced in 
either chemical routes or thermal routes. Various chemicals had 
been reported to reduce GO such as hydrazine [23], hydroquinone 
[36], sodium borohydride (NaBH4) [37] and ascorbic acid [38]. 
Hydrazine hydrate reductant was found to be the best one to produce 
thin and fine Reduced Graphene Oxide (RGO). However, NaBH4 
exhibited the best efficient to reduce graphene oxide although it can 
slowly react with water [5]. Thermal reduction of GO utilizes heat 
treatment to remove oxide functional group on GO to produce RGO 
[5,13]. A simple and low temperature one-step solvothermal method 
was reported by Dubin et al [39]. The reduction of GO was resulted 
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from thermal reduction at 200 and the reaction with N-methyl-2-
Pyrrolidinone (NMP) molecules. The detailed chemistry of reduction 
and the study toward synthesizing better properties RGO will grow 
rapidly as the research in graphene moving forward. 

Functionalization of graphene
The functionalization of graphene is the major route to 

stabilise graphene suspension in a complex environment without 
agglomeration takes place. For composites based coating, 
functionalization of graphene plays a very important role to achieve 
good interfacial bonding between matrixes and graphene sheets. 
Graphene functionalization can be achieved via physical or chemical 
approaches and there are three major categories of functionalization: 
functionalization via organic species, functionalization via 
macromolecules and functionalization via nanoparticles [40]. 

Many organic substances can react with the π bonds of graphene 
and, therefore, different functional groups can be introduced for 
different purposes. The oxidation of graphite can generate oxidised 
functional group on graphene layers which give the opportunity to 
produce stable graphene suspension in water or some organic solvents. 
GO is easy to disperse in water because of its hydrophilic nature. 
However, it is not soluble in every organic solvent and, therefore, 
functionalization of graphene is necessary to enable formation of 
stable graphene suspension with different organic solvent [40,41]. 
Further treatments of the oxidised groups of GO by organic species 
can also introduce functional groups such as carboxylic groups,  
enabling graphene to be available for more applications [42,43]. 
According to literature, radical reaction can be used as the second 
route to synthesize graphene oxide and further functionalization. 
One example is the utilization of benzoyl peroxide to synthesize 
graphene oxide [44]. The preparation procedure is shown in Figure 1. 

The functionalization of graphene via macromolecules is achieved 
by grafting macromolecules onto graphene sheets. There are two kinds 
of methods for this type of functionalization: “Graft from” method 
and “Graft to” method [40]. For “Graft from” method, initiators are 
immobilized on graphene network for further reaction to take place. 
One example of this method is the grafting of polypropylene chains 
onto graphene network by in situ Ziegler-Natta polymerization 
(Figure 2) [45]. In terms of “Graft to” method, the key point is 
cooperating graphene into polymer matrixes to form composites with 
the presence of functional groups on graphene sheet which able to 
form covalent bonds with polymer matrixes. One example for this 
kind of method is the formation of nanocomposites by ring opening 
reaction between epoxide and graphene pre-functionalized by amines 
[46] . Comparing “Graft to” and “Graft from” methods, “Graft from” 
method is more likely to improve the compatibility of graphene with 
organic solvents and polymer matrixes whilst “Graft to” method is 
to fabricate graphene-polymer nanocomposites by covalently bond 
functional groups on graphene network to polymer matrixes [40] . 

The third route to functionalize graphene is essentially the 
route to fabricate Graphene-nanoparticles (G-NPs) composites. 
The nanoparticles are well investigated in these years and they are 
widely regarded as providing profound property enhancement in 
many applications. The combination of graphene and nano-particles 
is to achieve the synergistic effects of both materials with the goal of 
developing excellent properties composites. There are three main 
strategies to synthesize graphene-nanoparticles composites: pre-
graphenization, post-gaphenization and syn-graphenization [5]. For 
pre-graphenization, reduced graphene oxide is synthesized first and 
then mixed with nanoparticles to form composites. One example 
for this strategy is the synthesis of Pd nanoparticles on graphene 
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oxide Sheets via electrochemical method [47]. The solubility of 
reduced graphene oxide in different organic solvent and the addition 
of second phase nano-particles are the major consideration in this 
strategy. In post-graphenization, nanoparticles are prepared first and, 
then, nanoparticles and appropriate metal salt precursors are mixed 
with graphene oxide suspension followed by reduction. The synthesis 
of RGO/TSCuPc Composite is an example for post-graphenization. 
RGO solution was prepared first and then it was mixed with TSCuPc 
aqueous solution for subsequent processes which deposited NPs 
on RGO network [48]. Syn-graphenization is a one-step approach 
in which the second component of the composites functions as a 
stabilizer to improve the composites’ properties. A good example for 
syn-graphenization can be the study of synthesizing graphene-CdS 
quantum dot nanocomposites by a one-step facial method. In this 
one-step facial method, solvothermal reduction of GO and deposition 
of CdS on GO network took place simultaneously [49]. 

Applications of graphene in coating
Pristine graphene based materials coatings

It may be convenience and cost effective to use pristine graphene 
based materials directly without further processing such as synthesize 
graphene on a substrate to form a coating layer with commercial 
available technique. The published papers indicated that this 
concept was possible and the coated substrates showed improved 
properties. However, some problems still need to be resolved before 
commercialization.

Coatings for electrical applications: For the utilization of 
graphene, the electrical properties of graphene are often the most 
favourable because they are the most promising and attractive 
properties in industry. A potential transparent conductive coating 
suitable for the practical touch panel application was fabricated on 
copper substrate via the combination of plasma CVD and roll-to-roll 
process [50]. Improved electrical conductivity and highly uniform 
transmittance and haze were reported. Although the electrical 
conductivity was improved, the measured sheet resistance was still so 
high that could not meet the requirements in electrical applications. 
A large conductive transparent chemical converted graphene film 
was fabricated via spray coating method [51]. GO was synthesized 
from expandable graphite according to modified Hummer’s method 
and mixed with hydrazine monohydrate afterward. The substrate 
used for coating was quartz. The conductive film exhibited low sheet 
resistance of 2200 Ωsq-1 and high transmittance of 84%. However, 
the stabilization time of GO-hydrazine suspension is a few weeks 
long and this limits the conductive film to be used in commercial 
applications. The success of electrophoresis deposited graphene film 
on glass substrate was reported by Ishikawa et al [52]. Graphene 
was reduced from GO, which was produced by modified Hummers’ 
method, after being electrical deposited on glass substrates. The 
lowest sheet resistant and highest transmittance measured were 4.59 
x 104 Ω sq-1 and 83.8%, respectively. The sheet resistant measured here 
was lower than the CVD fabricated graphene film mention previously 
but it is still too high to be used in commercial product. Uniform 
reduced GO film for soft touch screen was able to be fabricated on 
PET substrate via large scale rod-coating [53]. The reduced GO film 
reported has even lower sheet resistance which is up to 1,800 Ω sq-1 
and high transparency and high flexibility were also reported.

Although the most attractive property of graphene is electrical 
conductivity, other outstanding electrical properties such as fast 
electron mobility make it promising in improving other electrical 
properties other than electrical conductivity. A hierarchical GO/MnO2 
nanostructure sponge was fabricated by dipping commercial available 
macroporous sponge into graphene oxide and MnO2 solutions in a 
sequence [54]. The GO used was produced by modified Hummer’s 
method. The results showed that this coated sponge could be used 
as super capacitor or be used in batteries because of high specific 
capacitance, wide operation range, good energy and power density, and 
excellent cycling stability. Its outstanding properties included about 
10% degradation after 10,000 cycles at a charge–discharge, specific 
current of 10 A/g, retaining 90% of its capacitance after 10,000 cycles 
under a scan rate of 10 V/s, maximum E of 2.08 Wh/kg and highest 
P of 94 kW/kg at the operate voltage of 0.8 V. For the utilization of 
electron mobility of graphene, Jeon et al. reported than moderately 
RGO could be used as the Hole Transporting Layer (HTL) in Polymer 
Solar Cells (PSCs) [55]. The reduction of GO was performed via the 
thermal treatment of solution processed graphene film at about 250 
under air atmosphere. The reduced graphene oxide layer was coated 
onto Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) coated glass substrate by spin coating 
method. Compared to poly (3, 4-ethylenedioxythiophene): poly 
(styrene-sulfonate) HTL, the transportation efficiency of moderately 
reduced graphene oxide HTL was improved slightly but it was much 
more stable after exposing the HTL into air. In terms of transmittance 
properties, an example is the attempt to use RGO coating on 
aluminium film for an effective optoacoustic transmitter used high 
pressure and high frequency ultrasound generation [56]. Graphene 
oxide was synthesized by modified Hummer’s method and then it 
was reduced to form RGO. RGO was spin coated on glass substrate 
before the aluminium film deposition on the RGO. The RGO coated 
aluminium transmitter generated enhanced optoacoustic pressure 
of 64 times the aluminium-alone transmitter under a pulsed laser 
excitation. As a result, this RGO coated aluminium film was very 
ideal for laser-induced ultrasound application. In addition, graphene 
based materials could be used to improve the photocatalytic activity 
of TiO2 film [57]. GO was synthesized through a modified Hummers’ 
method and it was coated on TiO2 film by spin coating method. The 
GO coated TiO2 film exhibited better photocatalytic activity due to 
the giant π-conjunction system and two dimensions planar structure. 
However, the photocatalytic activity decreased on higher GO loading 
as a result of absorbance and scattering of photons via excess cabon 
in the system. There are still a lot of studies related to utilize graphene 
based materials as coatings in electrical applications and some of 
them are listed in Table 1. 

Coatings for protection purposes: The extraordinary properties 
of graphene make it become an effective barrier toward oxidation 
and corrosion of a substrate (mention the properties of the sheet for 
permeability). In terms of barrier properties, a GO/poly (ethylene 
imide) (PEI) oxygen barrier coating was studied [68]. Graphene 
oxide was produced by oxidizing and exfoliating graphite according 
to modified Hummers’ method. The coating was deposited onto a 
PET film through layer-by-layer method to form GO/PEI bilayer. 
The oxygen barrier properties were measured by MOCON and the 
OTR values indicated that OTR of a deposited coating decreased with 
the increasing numbers of graphene oxide/PEI bilayers (Figure 3). 
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Coating types Substrates Applications Improved properties Coating methods Ref

Graphene Li[Li0.2Mn0.54Ni0.13Co0.13]O2 Cathode materials Cycling performance and rate 
capacity Spray drying [47]

Graphene Carbon coated LiFePO4 Cathode of Li-ion battery Discharge capacity
Rapid, one-pot, 
microwave-assisted 
hydrothermal method

[48]

Few layers 
graphene Porous Li4Ti5O12 Energe storage

Capacities, cyclic performance 
and capacity retention Direct pyrolysis of 

C28H16Br2

[49]

Graphene Al2O3 Dye-sensitised solar cells Energy conversion efficiency Doctor-blading [50]

Graphene PtRh electrodes Electrochemical sensitivity Electron transfer Dip coating [51]

Few layers 
graphene Iron oxide nanoparticles Units of hyperthermia 

therapeutics
Magnetic properties In situ polymerizatoin 

with precursor [52]

Graphene oxide Core-shell structure Polystyrene Electrorheological smart 
materials Electrorheological properties Strong π– π stacking 

interaction [53]

Graphene oxide 
saturable absorbers ITO glass Passively Q-switched 

operation Pulse width and peak power Spin coating [54]

Graphene Al2O3 Photoanodes Superior phoroelectrochemical 
responses Direct synthesis [55]

Graphene oxide FTO glass Electrode for battery
High open circuit volate 
(~250mV) and short circuit 
current (0.31mA)

Spin coating [56]

Table 1: Pristine graphene based coatings used in electrical applications.

However, the water vapour barrier properties were not improved. 
For water barrier properties, a superhydrophobic structures was 
fabricated by coating Multi-walled Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNTs) 
and ROG onto silica colloid [69]. Graphene oxide was produced by 
modified Hummer’s method and then it was reduced to form RGO. 
RGO and MWCNTs were coated onto the colloids by LBL in which 
RGO sheets were negatively charged and MWCNTS were positively 
charged. The fabricated composites exhibited controllable surface 
hydrophobicity which could be readily controlled from 119 to 151°C 
by controlling the number of the bilayers deposited onto the colloidal 
particles. In addition, graphene fluoride was adopted as transparent 
hydrophobic coating innovatively by Zhang et al. [70]. Graphene 
fluoride was produced from liquid phase exfoliation of graphite 
fluoride and graphene fluoride coating was spin coated on glass 
substrate for further characterization. The measured contact angle 
was 123° and the light transmittance was up to 92% both indicated 
that a good candidate for transparent hydrophobic coating was 
produced. Moreover, long service life of graphene fluoride coating 
was detected in water erosion experiments and ultraviolet aging tests. 

The efficiency of graphene based materials as anti-corrosion and 
anti-oxidation coating on different substrates with different coating 
methods has been reported [71–77].  Most of reported graphene coating 
layers was fabricated by CVD and their results were summarized 
in Table 2. Nilsson and his co-workers suggested the limitations of 
graphene coating for corrosion inhabitation on metal surfaces where 
graphene coated by CVD could only function as corrosion inhibitors 
at low gas pressure [73]. Nayak et al. indicated that graphene was a 
good protective coating due to its inertness to oxidizing gas and liquid 
solutions but its oxidation resistance was limited below 500 [74]. 
An anti-corrosion mechanism of CVD graphene coating on copper 
substrate was proposed by Singh Raman et al. and this mechanism 
may be used to explain the anti-corrosion behaviour of graphene film 
on different metal substrates (Figure 4) [75]. Apart from CVD, spray 
coating was used to coat graphene on gold coated cuprous substrates 
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Figure 3: OTR versus number of bi layers [57].

Substrates The performance of graphene coating Ref

Cu and Cu/Ni alloy Metal surfaces were well protected from oxidation 
even after heating at 200°C in air for up to 4 h [60]

Cu Deterioration was not detected under vigorous flow 
boiling conditions for long exposure [61]

Pt
Reconstruction of Pt could be preserved in O2 
pressures as high as 10-4 mbar and CO pressures 
below 10-6 mbar

[62]

Ni Oxidation resistance of the coating was effective up 
to post annealing of 500 [63]

Cu Corrosion resistance of coating is 1.5 orders of 
higher magnitude tan uncoted substrates [64]

Cu and Ni

In an aerated Na2SO4 solution: 
Direct coated copper films were corroded 7 times 
slower than bare copper.
Direct coated nickel substrates were corroded 20 
times slower than bare nickel.

[65]

Table 2: Performance of graphene as anti-corrosion and anti-oxidation coating.
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by Noel et al. [77]. Graphene solution was purchased from market 
directly. The coated substrates had less weight gain during corrosion 
test than pure gold coated substrates and low contact resistance and 
low friction coefficient were also identified. The spray coated graphene 
was not only be used as anti-corrosion coating but also be used as 
surface protection coating resulted from its low friction coefficient. 
Dry contact sliding was carried out by Won and his co-workers to 
test the durability and degradation mechanisms of graphene coating 
on copper substrates [78]. The graphene coating was grown on Cu 
substrates by CVD. The friction coefficient of graphene was obtained 
as about 0.18 and remained stable up to several thousand cycles. As a 
result of the formation of amorphous carbon layer on the wear crack, 
an increase of friction coefficient after a certain time was detected. 
From these results, pristine graphene can be a good candidate as 
surface protection coating. 

Coatings for sensing and absorbent applications: The unique 
structure of graphene based materials makes it a promising candidate 
in sensing and absorbent applications [4]. A superhydrophobic 
and superoleophilic sponge was fabricated by coating graphene on 
melamine sponge via dip coating [79]. This graphene coated sponge 
exhibited high absorption capacities up to 165 times of its weight, 
high selectivity, good recyclability, lightweight, robustness, and 
inertness to corrosive environments. Biochar, a attractive material 
has potential applications in many environmental areas, could be 
coated by graphene to enhance thermal stability and absoption 
properties [80]. Graphene was produced by mechnical exfoliation 
from graphite powder and it was coated onto cotton wood by dip 

coating before pytolysis into biochar. Thermal decomposition 
temperature of graphene coated biochar was 64 higher than pure 
biochar and enhanced absoption ability to aqueous methylene blue 
was also identified.

Compared to absorbent applications, graphene based materials 
had attracted more attention of the researchers in sensing applications. 
Graphene was coated on Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) by 
solution drop-coating method for the detection of formaldehyde [81]. 
The QCM-type sensor showed frequency change when exposed to 
different concentrations of formaldehyde. Perfect linear correlation 
between frequency shifts versus concentration change of HCHO was 
achieved during the analysis. A potential bio-sensor was produced via 
coating Reduced Graphene Oxide Nano Ribbons (rGONRs) on Si/
SiO2 substrates by spray coating [82]. GONRs were fabricated through 
chemically unzipping multi-walled carbon nanotubes and they were 
deposited on Si/SiO2 substrates before reduction. High on/off ratio 
and ability of detecting Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) molecules 
were identified in this rGONRs network. Graphene based materials 
can also be used in water sensing applications. Yao et al. developed 
graphene oxide/silicon bilayers for humidity sensing applications 
[83]. The ultimate sensitivity could reach 79μV/%RH with a wide 
detection range of 10–98%RH and the humidity sensibility could 
be enhanced by increasing the thickness of the graphene oxide 
coating. A humidity sensing mechanism was also proposed (Figure 
5). Graphene oxide coated quartz crystal microbalnce was also used 
for humidity detection [84]. Graphene oxide was synthsized by 
the modified Hummers method and spin coated on quartz crystal 
substrates. The GO coated quartz crystal substrates showed excellent 
humidity sensing properties and a linear frequency response versus 
RH in the wide detection range of 6.4–93.5% RH was obtained. 

Apart from using graphene based materials to develop new 
sensing structure, graphene based materials can also be coated 
onto commercial available equipments such as probes to improved 
their performance. As reported by Zhange et.al, graphene can 
be coated onto a plunger-in-needle microsyring for Solid-phase 
Microextraction (SPME) device as a sorbent material toward UV filters 
[85]. The graphene was coated on the microsyring by sol-gel method. 
Compared to other commercial available SPME fibers, graphene 
coated mocrosyring exhibited different selectivity and showed high 
extraction efficiency for light polar salicylates and 4-MBC. There are a 
lot of related reports about the utilization of graphene based materials 
in SPME and they were summarized in Table 3. The performance of 
graphene and graphene oxide coated columns as station phase for 
capillary electrochromatography and capillary liquid chromatography 
was investigated by Qu et al. [86]. Graphene oxide was synthesized by 
the modified Hummers method and then was coated on a capillary 
column via 3-aminopropyldiethoxymethyl silane as coupling agent. 
Graphene coated column was reduced from GO coated capillary. 
Effective separation of of natural, basic and proteins were observed 
on the GO coated column. However, graphene coated column had 
poor separation performance. Graphene coated Fe3O4 nanoparticles 
coule also be used as adsorbent material for high-performance liquid 
chromatography [87]. Graphene was synthesized via the reduction of 
graphene oxide obtained by modified Hummer’s method. Graphene 

Figure 4: Schemes of anti-corrosion mechanism of CVD graphene coating 
on copper [67].
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was coated on Fe3O4 nanoparticles by in situ chemical coprecipitation 
of Fe2+ and Fe3+ in an alkanine solution in the presence of graphene. 
Compared to other methods (e.g. SPME), the type of magnetic 
nanoparticles exhibited high adsorption capacity, rapid adsorption 
rates, low amount of sorbents can be used and short equilibrium time 
to extract triazine herbicides. Similar study was conducted for gas 
chromatography using GO [88]. The capillary column was pretreated 
with 3-AMDS toluene solution and it was then dipped into GO 
solution to form GO coated column. Separation of various organic 
compounds with good separation efficiencies was achieved.

Signal enhancement is also an area that can be benefited from 
graphene based materials. According to Hao and his coworkers, 
graphene can also be cated onto conventional metallic Surface- 
Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) substrates to improve the 
sensitivity of SERS detection [95]. Graphene was synthsized by CVD 
on copper foil and then was transferred to gold nano structures 
(nanoparticles or nanohole arrays). The graphene coated substrates 

exhibited 3-fold or 9-fold enhancement in Raman signal of methylene 
blue compared to bare nanohole or nanoparticle substrates, 
respectively. Kim et al. developed a GO/polyallylamine hydrochloride 
(PAA) – Ag nanoparticles (AgNPs)/PAA-RGO three layers films for 
SERS enhancer and anti-corrosion coating [96]. The preparation 
procedure is shown in (Figure 6). Graphene oxide was synthesized by 
their method and GO was reduced by hydrazine monohydrate. Raman 
signal on R6G on was enhanced by 6 fold on GO/PAA-AgNPs/PAA-
RGO whilst AgNPs/PAA-RGO film was 1.67 fold. The GO/PAA-
AgNPs/PAA-RGO films exhibited prolonged lifetime up to 72 days 
against oxidation under ambient conditions. Cobalt nanoparticles 
coated by graphene surface functionalized with benzylamine groups 
were nanomagnets that were able to broaden the range of analytes 
for Surface-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization Mass Spectrometry 
(SALDI-MS) analysis [97]. This G coated CoNPS was prepared  flame 
spray pyrolysis using metal containing organic precursors. The 
nanomagnets were also able to extract perfluorooctanesulfonate from 
large volumes of aqueous solutions by magnetic separation.
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Figure 5: Humidity sensing mechanism of graphene oxide/silicon bilayer [73].

Coating type Synthesis method Substrates Coating methods Materials detected Ref

Graphene Reduction of graphene oxide Stainless steel sire 
fibre Dip coating Six selected pyrethroid 

pesticides [78]

Graphene - Stainless steel wire Sol-gel Organochlorine pesticides 
(OCPs) [79]

Graphene nano sheets Microwave assisted reduction 
of graphene oxide Stainless steel wire Dip coating OCPs [80]

Graphene Their previous work Stainless steel wire Dip coating Triazines herbicides [81]

Graphene Reduction of graphene oxide Stainless steel wire Dip coating Carbamates [82]

C18 functionalized graphene oxide - Stainless steel wire LBL Polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAHs) [83]

Table 3: Graphene based coatings used in SPME application.
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Figure 6: Preparation procedure of G/PAA-AgNps/RGO sandwich structure [85].

Graphene based nanocomposites coatings

As reported previously, pristine graphene based materials coating 
exhibited excellent properties in different applications. However, it 
is still challenging when proceeds to large scale commercialization. 
Adhesion is the critical factor of coating durability and applicability. 
Some surface treatments and graphene functionalization routes can 
help to achieve good adhesion but these may not good enough for 
long term durability. In addition, the pristine graphene based coating 
layer may not dense and many micro channels may exist between 
graphene sheets. The existence of micro channels is detrimental 
to long term durability as these micro channels allow erosion and 
corrosion to take place easily. A porous coating layer is impossible 
to be commercialized. The technologies nowadays are difficult to 
produce perfect defect free graphene based materials. Therefore, the 
development of graphene based nanocomposites is an alternative 
route to trigger the commercialization of graphene based materials. 
In coating applications, researchers mainly focus on polymeric 
graphene based nanocomposites and graphene-nanoparticles 
composites (G-NPs). 

Graphene-nanoparticles composites as coatings: In G-NPs, 
graphene based particles are usually coated onto nanoparticles first 
and then the coated nanoparticles can be used as coating materials. 
There are some published articles related to electrical properties 
improvement by G-NPs. Wang et al. reported that graphene oxide 
wrapped sulphur particles could be used to modify the capacity and 
cycling stability of rechargeable Lithium-Sulfur battery cathode 
material [98]. The resulted composites exhibited high and stable 
specific capacities up to about 600 mAhg-1 over more than 100 cycles. 
Another example is the attempt to adopt SnO2-SiC/G nanocomposite 
for high performance Lithium-ion storage [99]. SnO2-SiC/G 
nanocomposite was in situ generated by simple ball milling method 
and it was graphene coated onto SnO2-SiC core-shell structure in 
which SnO2 nanoparticles were uniformly deposited onto SiC core.  
Graphene was produced from reduction of graphene oxide. The 
nanocomposite exhibited a high reversible capacity of 810 mA h g−1 
and 83% capacity retention over 150 charge/discharge cycles between 
1.5 and 0.01 V at a rate of 0.1 A g−1. A high reversible capacity of 425 
mA h g−1 was obtained at a rate of 2 A g−1as well. A reversible capacity 
of 1451 mA h g−1 and good cyclability were measured when discharged 
to a higher potential at 3.0 V. G-NPs were also used to improve photo-
activity in their related applications. A graphene- TiO2 nanoparticles 
composite coating was prepared and coated onto a conducting 
support medium for enhanced photoelectrocatalytic activity [100]. 
Graphene was reduced from GO. The composite coating was applied 

onto F-doped Tin Oxide (FTO) via dip coating method to form a 
film electrode. Compared to pure TiO2 film electrode, graphene-TiO2 
composite exhibited better photoelectrocatalytic capacity. In addition, 
a TiO2-dextran-Graphene oxide nanocomposite, which was prepared 
by an environmental friendly strategy, could be used to enhance 
photocatalytic activity [101]. This composite coating was applied onto 
the substrates via spin-coating method. The results showed that TiO2-
dextran-GO composite exhibited excellent photocatalytic activity 
and photovoltaic response than pure TiO2 because the electron-hole 
pairs in the composite had longer life time. Graphene based TiO2 
nanocomposites were mostly studied in photocatalytic activity but 
there were many other systems could be used as potential coating on a 
substrate to improve photocatalytic activity as suggested by Zhang et 
al. and Yang et al. [102,103]. In their group, the utilization of G-NPs in 
both ‘selective’ and ‘non-selective’ processes were studied extensively 
[104–106], and the effect of different carbon based materials for 
photocatalytic activity was investigated as well [107].

In terms of barrier properties, there is only one related report. 
Kou et al. have developed a facial strategy to synthesize GO-
SiO2 nanohybrids as general building blocks for large area super 
hydrophilic coating [108]. Go was synthesized according to their own 
method and SiO2 nanoparticles were deposited onto GO nanosheets 
via in situ hydrolysis of TEOS. Ceramic, PP and lotus leaf were used as 
substrates. Compared to bare substrates, all the coated substrates had 
much smaller contact angles which indicated excellent wettability of 
water was achieved. In addition, GO-SiO2 sheets could be made into 
paper film by a filtering technique and exhibited high conductivity of 
103–104 Sm-1 after reduction by hydrazine vapour. G-NPs can also be 
used in SPME application to improve extraction performance. ZnO/
graphene nanocomposite for SPME silica fiber coating was developed 
by Zhang et al. [109]. Graphene was produced by reduction from GO. 
The SPME fiber coated by ZnO/graphene nanocomposite exhibited 
enhanced durability, enlarged surface area, higher extraction 
selectivity and sensitivity toward sulphur compounds.

The challenges of G-NPs commercialization are similar to 
pristine graphene based materials coatings.  A dense layer G-NPs 
coating layer without any pores is difficult to achieve. The process 
of coating graphene based materials on nanoparticles is complicated 
and is not cost-effective. G-NPs may have better properties but the 
cost to produce this type of composites is much higher than using 
pristine graphene based materials. 

Polymeric graphene based nanocomposites as coatings: 
The incorporation of graphene based materials into polymer not 
only can improve one property of a polymer but also enhance 
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several properties at the same time such as electrical properties 
and mechanical properties. Polyurethane Acrylate (PUA) coating 
reinforced by graphene was synthesized by Liao et al. using in-situ 
polymerization on a TEFLON plate [110]. Their results showed that 
the electrical conductivity of the composite increased with increasing 
graphene loading. The cured composites exhibited lower percolation 
concentration than uncured composite and the addition of graphene 
could reinforce the mechanical properties of PUA coating in rubbery 
region. A graphene reinforced poly ((butylene terephthalate) (PBT) 
composite was synthesized by Fabbri et al. and they suggested that 
this composite could be a potential conductive coating [111]. The 
key results of this study are shown in Table 4. The decomposition 
temperature under oxygen atmosphere exhibited optimum value at 
0.75 wt% graphene loading while the melting temperature decreased 
with the increase of graphene loading. The Percolation threshold 
appears between 0.5 wt% and 0.75 wt% graphene loadings. The 
composite with 0.5 wt% graphene loading has optimum hardness but 
the hardness decreased with the increase of graphene loading. The 
performance of DSSCs was also improved by using Graphene/Nafion® 
composites as counter electrode [112]. Graphene was reduced from 
GO synthesized according to Staudenmaier’s method and graphene/ 
Nafion® was coated on ITO glass by drop coating method. A solar-
to-electricity conversion efficiency (η) of 8.19% was achieved by 
using this type of composite. Although it was only a little smaller 
the η of s-Pt film (8.89%), the cost is much lower. A transparent 
conductive graphene oxide/poly (ethylene glycol) diacrylate coating 
was developed for magnetic shielding and anti-static applications 
[113]. The coating was applied onto glass substrates and cured by UV 
light. The percolation threshold was 0.02 wt% and the lowest sheet 
resistance measured was 6300 Ω sq-1. 

In terms of protective coatings, there are a few researches published 
in recent years. An anti-corrosion polyaniline/graphene composite 
coating for steel has been prepared by Chang and his co-workers 
[114]. The graphite powders were exfoliated and functionalized with 
4-aminobenzonic Acid (ABA), and the graphene and graphene-like 
sheet were obtained from a direct electrophilic substitution reaction 
in a PPA/P2O5 medium. Compared to bare steel, PANI coating and 
clay reinforced PANI coating, graphene reinforced PANI coatings 
exhibited the best electrochemical corrosion resistance, oxygen 
barrier efficiency and water barrier efficiency (Table 5). Graphene 
reinforced Polyphenylene Sulphide (PPS) was reported that exhibited 
seven times higher wear life than pure PPS coating [115]. GO was 
synthesized by the Hummer’s method and it was functionalized to 
yield organophilic graphene. The as-produced solution was coated 
on steel substrates through spray coating. The major wear form was 
identified as abrasive wear for graphene reinforced PPS coating whilst 
the wear form of pure PPs coating was adhesive wear. In addition, 
polyamide 11 (PA11)/graphene coating could also be used to improve 
tribological properties of PA11 [116]. GO was functionalized to 

produce organophilic graphene. The PA11 and organophilic graphene 
composites were spray coated onto steel substrates. The wear life of 
the composite coating increased by 460%–880% compared with that 
of pure PA11 coating but the values of friction coefficients had hardly 
changed. Higher performance polyurethane (PU)/functionalized 
graphene nanocomposites were developed by Cai and his co-workers 
for mechanical and thermal stability improvement and it could be 
a potential surface protection coating [117]. The morphology of 
resulted composites is shown in Figure 6 and a good dispersion of GO 
was observed. Improved scratch resistant, thermal stability, hardness 
indentation and Young’s modulus were reported. A study suggested 
that graphene could be used as nano-additives in galvanic corrosion 
protection coating [118]. Graphene was purchased from a company. 
ITO and graphene were used as additives of primer epoxy coating 
which spray coated on the surfaces of carbon fiber composites. The 
results showed that both ITO and graphene could be used for lighting 
strike protection but ITO had better protection efficient.  

Conductive coatings and protective coatings receive a lot of 
attraction but the study toward mechanical properties and thermal 
stability of a coating is important as well. A graphene-reinforced 
waterborne polyurethane nanocomposite coating was fabricated 
by sol-gel method using silane-functionalized graphene nanosheets 
[119]. The graphene oxide powder was synthesized according to 
Hummers method and the graphene oxide powder was chemically 
reduced to form graphene nanosheets suspension. With increasing 
the weight percent of graphene in the coating (from 0 to 5 wt%), 
the tensile strength increased from 11.8 MPa to 20.2MPa, the 
Young’s modulus increased from 69.8 MPa to about 118 MPa and 
the elongation at break reduced from 324% to 138%. In addition, 
the thermal properties of the waterborne coating were improved 
by graphene where the decomposition temperature increased from 
about 258 to about 270. Polyurethane acrylate coating could be 
reinforced by functionalized GO to obtain improved thermal stability 
and mechanical properties according to Yu et al. [120]. GO was 
functionalized to be UV curable with PUA. The initial degradation 
temperature of the PUA composite with 1.0 wt% functionalized 
graphene oxide was increased to 316 °C from 299 °C (pure PUA). The 
storage modulus and tensile strength of the PUA composite with 1.0 
wt% functionalized GO were increased by 37% and 73%, respectively, 
compared with those of neat PUA. A functionalized graphene 
sheets/UV cured epoxy nanocomposite coating was developed to 
seek better mechanical properties by Martin-Gallego et al. [121]. 
The coating was coated on glass substrates and cured by UV-light 
for subsequent characterizations. Compared to pure epoxy resin, 
graphene reinforced epoxy nanocomposite exhibited higher glass 
transition temperature, higher stiffness and higher storage modulus 

Samples Ti. ox (°C) Tm(°C) Electrical resistance (MΩ) Hardness (HV)

PBT 389 228.4 - 15.1 1.2

PBT/G 0.5 wt% 388 223.6 760 26.6 1.8

PBT/G 0.75 wt% 404 214.2 200 23.1 1.7

PBT/G 1.0 wt% 390 212.3 50 9.5 2.6
Table 4: Comparison of pure PBT and PBT/Graphene coatings.

Samples

Electrochemical 
corrosion 
measurements

Oxygen 
Permeability 
(barrer)

Vapour 
Permeability 
Rate ( g/
hr.m2)Ecorr (mV) Icorr (μA/cm2

)

Steel -789 14.71 N/A N/A
PANI -647 307 0.75 170
0.5 wt% Graphene 
reinforced PANI -537 0.38 0.13 20

0.5 wt% Clay 
reinforced PANI -584 1.38 0.35 60

Table 5: Comparison of PANI coating, Steel and composite coatings.
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for high temperature. The toughening effect of graphene platelets 
toward epoxy resin, which is widely used in coating application, 
was investigated [122]. The graphene platelets were produced from 
direct mechanical exfoliation and chemical modified for interfacial 
strength study. The glass transition temperature had a 14.7% increase 
compared to pure DGEBA and the highest fracture energy release 
rate G1c obtained was 613.4 Jm-2. The toughening mechanisms were 
identified as voiding, micro-cracking and breakage of graphene 
platelets. The possibility of polymeric graphene based composites 
being used in SPME application was studied by Zou et al. [123]. 
Graphene/Polypyrrole composite was coated onto stainless steel wire 
by in situ polymerization. The prepared graphene/polypyrrole coated 
fiber showed the highest extraction efficiency toward five phenols 
compared to a number of commercial fibers and polypyrrole or 
GO/polypyrrole coated fibers. The graphene/polypyrrole composite 
coating on fiber also exhibited good thermal and mechanical stability, 
excellent adhesion and long lifetime. 

The published papers about graphene based materials reinforced 
composites are numerous and they may be used in coating applications 
if proper processing techniques are used. Yoo et al. summarized a list 
of graphene based materials reinforced polymers nanocomposites 
which could be used in all sorts of applications. Corrosion resistance 
and erosion resistance are vital for the commercialization of a coating 
because it relate to the life time of a coating system. It is worthy to 
commercialize a coating system only when it process both good 
properties and long life time. Orientation, particle size, aspect 
ratios, number and winkles of graphene based materials in polymer 
matrix are the major factors that affect the corrosion and erosion 
resistant. The process of corrosion and erosion is basically a process 
of substances, which can deteriorate the substrate and coating, diffuse 
through the coating layer and damage the substrate. The utilization of 
fillers and produce defect free composites is to diminish or lengthen 
the diffusion paths of these substances. In order to achieve maximized 
barrier efficiency of the graphene based materials: 1) good dispersion 
of graphene based materials must be achieved;  2) the orientation of 
graphene sheets should be parallel to coating layer; 3) the aspect ratios 
of graphene sheets are high and the particle size of graphene particles 
is large; 4) aggregation and wrinkles of graphene sheets should be 
prevented; and 5) larger number of graphene sheets presented in 
the polymer matrix can help to increase the diffusion paths [15]. The 
most attractive property of graphene is electrical property. Although 
the graphene based materials can improve the electrical properties 
of a polymer, the achieved electrical properties still cannot meet the 
requirements of electrical applications. In general, the resistant of a 
filler reinforced polymer composite is determined by the tunnelling 
resistant between the particles and the contact resistant between 
fillers [124]. The electrical conductivity of polymers is generally 
low. Although graphene can improve their electrical conductivity, 
it is still not high enough to fulfill the industrial requirements. The 
combination of small particle size and large particle size conductive 
fillers is a way to further improve the electrical conductivity of 
polymer nanocomposites because small particle size fillers can act as a 
bridge between two large particle size particle to reduce the tunnelling 
resistance between them [124]. 

Coating methods 

Different coating methods have been used recently and they were 

summarized in this section. Their possible advantages and limitations 
are discussed and their availability for different types of graphene 
based coatings is suggested briefly. 

CVD: Chemical vapour deposition method is a method to 
synthesize graphene layers on a substrate and transfer to other 
substrates. When utilizing this method in coating, graphene can be 
deposited onto the target substrates without the transfer process. 
More detailed graphene growth mechanisms were stated in the 
former graphene synthesis method section. CVD is a method with 
great possibility to produce graphene in large scale and this also 
suggests that large scale coating is also foreseeable. In addition, 
pure and dense coating can be produced by CVD method, and the 
CVD parameters can be adjusted to produce coatings with different 
surface morphology, thickness and even crystal structure. The major 
disadvantages of CVD are safety and hazard issues caused by the 
precursor gases, difficulty of depositing multicomponent materials 
and high equipment cost [125]. In general, CVD is suitable to apply 
highly dense and pure graphene based coatings such as pristine 
graphene on a substrate. The coating structure can be controlled at 
the atomic level or nanometer level. 

Dip coating: Dip coating is a convenient method to coat thin film 
on a substrate and it is very frequently used for research purposes. 
However, it is not suitable for industrial processes due to the 
inconsistent coating quality. Compared to dip coating, spin coating is 
often used in industrial processes. The dip coating process generally 
has five steps [126]:

1. The substrate is dipped into the solution of the coating material 
at a constant speed. Before this step, pre-treatment process may be 
conducted according to different substrates.

2. The substrate remains in the solution for a designated time and 
is starting to be pulling up.

3. The coating thin film begins to deposit on the substrate while 
the substrate is pulled up. The thickness of the coating depends on 
the speed used in pulling up process. Slower pulling up gives thinner 
coating layer.

4. Excess liquid will be drained from the substrate surface.

5. Solvent evaporates from substrate surface to from a thin film. 
The evaporation may begin in step 3 if the solvent is volatile.

In research, dip coating is more convenience and feasible than 
other methods because it is a very simple method and do not require 
sophisticated equipment. Because of its simplicity, the coating layer 
produced by this method may not have good quality. For graphene 
based composite coating, the thickness distribution can be a problem. 
In terms of pristine graphene based materials coating, the coating 
layer produced may not be dense enough to provide extraordinary 
properties. In addition, the substrate cannot be too large and 
complicated. However, the biggest advantage of dip coating is 
simplicity. Although dip coating is more suitable in lab, it still can 
be a potential large scale coating method to produce products that 
can satisfy the applications for low standard requirements with a 
competitive price. This approach is possibly more suitable to produce 
graphene based composite coating than pristine graphene based 
coating because the viscosity of the graphene based composite coating 
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is much higher. Therefore, it can develop a better interfacial adhesion 
toward a substrate and a more uniform coating layer. A subsequent 
treatment process may need to form a solid coating layer.

Spin coating: Spin coating is a process widely used for applying 
uniform thin film on a flat substrate. The applied materials are usually 
polymeric coatings and they are applied onto flat substrates in the 
form of solution. The solvents used are usually volatile. The driving 
force that drives the solution rapidly of the substrate is centrifugal 
force and a machine used for spin coating is called spin rotator 
spinner The centrifugal force is applied continuously until desired film 
thickness is achieved [126,127]. Several factors can affect the final film 
thickness: 1. kinematic viscosity; 2. coefficient of solvent diffusion; 3. 
the critical shear rate for onset of shear thinning of the viscosity; 4. the 
rotational speed; 5. the radius of the substrate; 6. the coating solution 
concentration. The two major influenced factors are the rotational 
speed and the coating solution concentration [126–128]. A typical 
spin coating process is a four steps process [126,128,129]:

1. Polymer solution is deposited on the substrate with an excess 
amount to cover the substrate completely.

2. The substrate spins rapidly to displace the polymer solution 
with centrifugal force.

3. Laminar radial flow of the liquid layer of uniform thickness 
remaining on the substrate.

4. Removal of solvent via evaporation until the film stops flowing 
and is dried completely.

Some treatments were used to assist the coating process. For 
example, N2 gas was used to blow the graphene oxide coated silicon 
chip to accelerate the evaporation of water during the process of 
spin coating [83]. All the assisted treatments during or after the 
spin coating process are to obtain uniform continuous graphene 
based materials thin film. Compared to dip coating, the coating layer 
produced by this approach is denser and more uniform. The substrate 
shape and size is limited by the spin coating apparatus. Only flat 
surface can be spin coated. The spin coating method is not suitable for 
complicate shape product. In addition, this method is more suitable 
to coat pristine graphene based coatings or graphene-nanoparticles 
composite coatings on a substrate.

Layer by layer self-assembling (LBL): In multi-film production, 
layer-by-layer self-assembling method is very ideal. This method 
utilize the attraction between positive and negative charges to make 
the films self-assemble on a substrate and the this method is also 
called layer-by-layer deposition method [130,131]. In layer-by-layer 
self-assembling process, the films are deposited onto a substrate 
by immerging the pre-treated substrate into graphene solutions 
and polymer solution cyclically to form multi-layers films [130]. 
The substrate is pre-treated into positively charged by introducing 
positive charged functionalities such as amine functionalities [131]. 
The graphene solution can be directly used as negatively charged 
dipping particles but the polymer solution may need to be changed 
the pH to for subsequent dipping process [130,131]. This method is a 
method suitable for producing two components multi-layers coating. 
However, only some research papers investigated its applicability for 
graphene based materials. There is no direct indication of utilizing 

this method for coating applications. This method is similar to dip 
coating method where the substrates are dipped into the coating 
solution and are withdrawn to form coating layer, but the coating 
layer produced by LBL is denser due to the compact force originated 
from the attractive force between negative and positive charges. 

Sol-gel approach. The sol-gel process is a widely used wet-
chemical process and it has been studied extensively since its discovery. 
Sol refers to the colloidal solution which acts as the precursor and 
it will evolve to gel which refers to the integrated network. The 
precursor sol can be deposited onto a substrate (e.g. via dip coating), 
casted into a mould with the designated shape or used to synthesize 
powders. The gel is generally a gel-like biphasic system containing 
both solid and liquid phases. Large quantity of liquid needs to be 
removed for sol turn into gel and the simplest method is pour off the 
liquid after sedimentation which requires a certain amount of time 
to take place. Drying process is required in sol-gel method to remove 
the liquid phase in the system. Severe densification and shrinkage 
always accompany the drying process. After the drying process, a 
thermal treatment is usually necessary for further polycondensation, 
mechanical properties enhancement and structural stability.  The 
advantages of sol-gel process are cheap, low temperature and fine 
control of the final product’s chemical composition  [132,133]. The 
coating film produced by sol-gel method tends to crack and there 
is a thickness limitation of each layer (about 1 micron) [125]. This 
method is suitable to apply graphene based composite coating onto a 
substrate and the substrate can have complicate shape.  

Direct apply and curing: This method is a very simple coating 
method that a coating mixture is coated onto a substrate directly and 
cured under ambient conditions. The coatings that can be cured under 
ambient conditions such as curing at room temperature are suitable 
to use this method, UV curable nanocomposite coatings, for example. 
The interfacial bonding between the substrate and the coating may 
be weak because this method is applying a coating directly without 
any treatments or subsequent processes. The substrate shape and size 
are not limited and coating can be applied onto some vital parts of a 
component directly. This method is more suitable to apply graphene 
based composite coatings. 

Spray drying. Spray drying is a technique to produce dry powder 
from solution or suspension by rapid drying with the aid of a hot gas. 
The heating gas used in spray drying unique is usually air. However, 
nitrogen is used when the liquid is flammable solvent or the product is 
oxygen sensitive [134]. The liquid dried is dispersed into a controlled 
drop size spray by atomizer or spray nozzle. The drop size rages from 
10 μm to 500 μm according to different process needs [135]. Spray 
drying technique is only suitable to produce powder form product 
and one vital requirement to produce graphene coated powder is that 
the particle size of graphene must be much smaller than the target 
powder. The graphene is coated onto a powder form substrate during 
the spraying process. Powder agglomeration and uneven coating 
may be problems when using this method. This method is more 
suitable to process pristine graphene based materials and graphene-
nanoparticles composite coating. 

Spray coating: Spray coating is a technique for depositing 
thin film on a substrate. This technique is widely used in industrial 
coating, painting and graphic art [136]. This large output technique is 
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able to deposit a broad range of materials on various substrates with 
different morphologies and it is usually used in in-line production. 
In addition, it can be easily scaled to larger substrates or roll-to-roll 
manufacturing. The substrates with different shape can be processed 
and the fluids with different characteristics can be used. As a result, 
solutions with different properties can be readily deposited onto 
different shapes’ substrates to obtain films with desired properties 
[136,137]. The apparatuses for spray coating employ compressed 
gas (airbrush gun) to plasma torch (plasma spray coating) to fulfill 
different product requirements. Different apparatuses should be 
selective carefully to process graphene based coatings. Both pristine 
graphene based coatings and graphene based composites coatings can 
be processed by this method. 

In-situ polymerization coating: The in-situ polymerization 
method is suitable for the unstable reactants that must be synthesized 
in-situ. The polymerization happens in a continuous phase to make all 
the unstable reactants in the reaction mixture but not isolated on their 
own. The reaction mixture can be applied onto a substrate as coating 
before the viscosity of the mixture becomes too high. However, there 
still no study about applying the mixture on a substrate as coating 
right after the mixture is in-situ polymerized. This method may not 
suitable to be used in coating industries. 

Electrophoretic deposition (EPD): EPD is a technique that 
attracts lot of attentions because of its high versatility usage with 
different materials and their combinations. It is also a cost-effective 
process and requires very simple equipment. This method was first 
widely used in ceramic coating and it began to be used in other 
materials when more and more interests were received. This process 
is a colloidal process and its advantages are short deposition time, 
simple apparatus, low coast, little restriction of the shape of substrate 
and easy control of deposited layer thickness and surface morphology. 
The film produced also exhibited good microstructure homogeneity 
and high packing density. The only intrinsic limitation of EPD 
compared to other colloidal process is that water cannot be used as 
its liquid medium because the applied voltage in water triggers the 
generation of hydrogen and oxygen gases at the electrodes which have 
negative effects on the quality of the deposited films and potential 
safety threats [138]. 

In this process, the solid particles are charged under electric 
filed. Then, the charged particles are attracted to move toward the 
substrates with opposite charge to form deposited layer via particle 
coagulation [138,139]. There are two types of EPD process: cathodic 
and anodic. When the particles are positively charged, they are 
attracted to deposition onto negative electrode (cathode). The reason 
for anodic EPD is similar where the particles are negatively charged. 
The substrates used in EPD must be conductive and the required 
conductance of liquid medium is lower than electroplating [140]. The 
principle driving force of EPD process is the charge on the particles 
and the electrophoretic mobility of the particles in the solvent under 
applied voltage. There are two major groups of parameters can 
influence film quality and film characteristics: (1) those parameters 
related to the suspension and (2) those parameters related to the 
process. In terms of the parameters relate to the suspension, many of 
them must be considered. However, particle size, dielectric constant 
of liquid, conductivity of suspension, viscosity of suspension, zeta 

potential and stability of suspension are more influencing among 
those suspension parameters. Regarding the parameters relate to 
the process, deposition time, applied voltage, concentration of solid 
suspension and conductivity of substrate [138]. To ensure a successful 
EPD process, powder washing, which removes any impurities on the 
powder, is very vital because it contribute to the careful control of a 
defined chemistry of particle suspension [141]. One problem must be 
prevented in EPD process is the formation of drying cracking. Several 
approaches have been published such as careful control of the EPD 
process with moderate control of subsequent drying [138,142]. 

EPD has been adopted to fabricate carbon nanotube coatings 
[143]. The carbon nanotube coatings produced via EPD can be used 
in biomedical, structural and functional applications [139,143]. 
For carbon nanotubes coatings, the suspension for EPD is usually 
prepared by adding carbon nanotubes, Triton X100 as an ionic 
surfactant and iodine 99.9% as a charger to an aqueous solution. The 
resulted suspension mixture is centrifuged to remove large carbon 
nanotubes agglomerations [139]. EPD has been widely used to coat 
graphene based materials on different substrates [144]. It is believed 
to be a promising method to produce high quality graphene based 
coatings. There are still a lot of works needed to be done to find out 
suitable conditions for different coating applications. This method 
is more suitable to produce pristine graphene based coatings and 
graphene-nanoparticles composite coatings

Conclusions and future perspectives
It is evidenced that graphene exhibit many extraordinary 

properties from many published characterization results. Graphene 
based materials have wide range of potential applications such as 
flexible transparent electrode, sensors and electronic components. 
Graphene based polymeric nanocomposites also show very low 
percolation threshold of electrical conductivity, and improved 
mechanical, thermal, and barrier properties. However, there are 
still lots of challenges lie on the path toward mature graphene 
utilization. Defect-free graphene is the perfect materials for being 
used in all kinds of applications but the fabrication techniques are 
still not mature. Moreover, the scale-up of fabricating graphene 
based materials with acceptable coast is still extremely challenging. 
Essentially, the potential health risks of graphene based materials 
need to be evaluated before large scale utilization. 

The potential electrical properties, barrier properties, mechanical 
properties and thermal properties were identified when coated 
pristine graphene based materials and graphene based composites on 
a substrate. In addition, other properties were also identified such as 
catalytic activity, sensing sensitivity, and barrier efficiency. However, 
most of the published articles on utilizing graphene in coating focus 
on electrical properties. Much more efforts need to be given in for 
fully understanding the potential applications of graphene based 
coatings. The influence of graphene coated surface morphology on 
improvement efficiency needs to be investigated as well. No matter 
how the graphene is synthesized, the ease for subsequent coating 
processing needs to be considered. If the synthesized graphene 
can be readily used without any treatment, the cost can be lowered 
and a good quality coating may be produced. In order to optimize 
the properties of polymer graphene based composites, the control 
of graphene based materials orientation and dispersion during 
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processing is critical. Much more efforts in nano-engineering are 
needed to understand the behaviour of graphene based materials in 
processing. In coating applications, coating methods have a profound 
effect on the properties and morphology of the resulted coating. Two 
or more coating techniques may be used at the same time to produce 
a multilayer graphene based coating system to meet the industrial 
requirements as the current techniques are difficult to satisfy 
industrial standards when they are used separately. The development 
of new technologies for graphene based materials fabrication and 
processing is still essential to face the demands and Challenges in 
industries nowadays.
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